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After having completed my second “proper” Oppy last year, I was pondering with much trepidation
whether or not I could complete a third in 2019.
I was spared further trepidatious pondering when Simon suggested a Petit Oppy ridden in the dirt on
the Brisbane Valley Rail Trail. I have to say I grabbed this opportunity with both hands as I haven’t
ridden anything longer than a 200 since the 2018 Oppy and Simon’s proposed adventure had the
potential to be a “first” for Audax QLD. To the best of my knowledge, a dirt Petit Oppy has been
attempted before but was washed out.
Also, the rest of the team (Justin, Vaughan, Scott, Simon) were strong enough to nurse me through
any difficult sections of the trail so what could possibly go wrong?
All but Justin camped at Lowood on Friday night and we saw how much water was lying on the
ground from a storm in the late afternoon. Not the best of pre-Oppy omens but we weren’t
particularly fazed and ate a hearty meal at the Club Hotel. The mixed grill is highly recommended
Audax fuel, particularly when followed by sticky date pudding.
At the appointed hour, we set off from the Lowood Bakery, which is located directly on the BVRT,
after the obligatory group photo kindly taken by the disinterested person often referred to in Audax
speak.
For the record, the choice of bikes deemed suitable for this ride was quite diverse:
Simon rode his Giant Dual suspension MTB with 26” wheels.
Vaughan tackled the course on his Merida dual suss 29er.
Justin looked every inch the accomplished gravel grinder on a Salsa Vaya with drop bars, 700C
wheels and relatively narrow 40mm rubber.
Scott took the Fluid Apache Fat Bike instead of one of his recumbents.
I did my best to emulate the Fat Bike look by fitting the widest tyres I could find to my Trek 7000
(circa 1996)
So… two with dual suspension and three with none at all.
From the outset, the pace might have been described by accomplished dirt riders as brisk but I
consider “cracking” to be more accurate, at least by my humble standards.
At the 16km mark our first disaster struck when it became apparent that our Captain had become
unwell. Despite our best efforts, we couldn’t persuade Simon that he shouldn’t abandon us to our
fate, but to be fair, he made the sensible decision rather than continue with potential unfortunate
repercussions in a less accessible part of the trail.

Vaughan was anointed Captain and, with due ceremony, the official transfer of the brevet cards and
pineapple slice ensued.
As all Oppy participants are aware, three finishers are required for the ride to be homologated but
we still had the luxury of four.
The four of us arrived at Esk at 9:45, 15 minutes behind the predetermined schedule. We fuelled up
at the bakery and as we were leaving, Ian Bailey spotted us and pulled over to invite us to afternoon
tea at his place in Esk on the way back. Ian is a retired Anglican Priest and the Chaplain of the BVRT.
He is also an Audax member from some years ago and has re-joined and organised his first ride. I
guess that qualifies him as a Born Again Audaxer.
By now, the day was warming up in serious fashion and I was glad of having two bidons of sport
drink as well as a couple of litres of Chateau de Wivenhoe in the hydration pack.

The next section of trail to Toogoolawah was unknown to me and I wouldn’t have minded
particularly had it remained so. It is probably the least developed section and in parts consists of
single track through (for me) handlebar height grass.
By Toogoolawah, it was HOT but we resisted the urge to stop and followed our Captain past the
commercial centre, not deviating from the BVRT.
Our next scheduled stop was Moore, where we would have lunch and turn around. The stretch of
trail between Toogoolawah and Moore is approximately 27KM of the best dirt surface known to
cycling, having only recently been opened to traffic. There is even a tunnel, albeit not a long one, but
sufficiently so to provide a cool spot to spend five minutes (or even longer) to rest and reduce one’s
core temperature.

Only a few minutes later the BVRT then crosses the Brisbane Valley Highway at Harlin directly past a
roadhouse that obviously profits considerably from the passing cycle traffic, being located almost
exactly halfway between Toogoolawah and Moore. We took the opportunity to top up on fluids as

there is no shade at all on this section of trail and the sun was well and truly over the yardarm. There
wasn’t even the customary cooling headwind to offer relief.
We arrived at Moore almost exactly on schedule to find the favoured café was absolutely heaving
and somewhat understaffed. This contributed to a longer than anticipated stop and we weren’t
underway again until forty-five minutes later. This coincided with a temperature of 51 deg being
recorded by my Garmin. Yes…. The bike had been sitting directly in the sun… and yes, the device is
black but I still have not a great deal of faith in the accuracy of the Garmin thermometer. It didn’t
feel a degree more than 48 at the most.
It was then that we realised that we weren’t going to be back at Esk in time to take up Ian’s kind
invitation to afternoon tea so I rang to let him know and pass on our appreciation.
Around this point I was beginning to feel like the weakest link so edged ahead in order to make a
lightning stop at the Harlin roadhouse to top up with cold water and sport drink and be out again
before the rest of the team went past. My cunning plan worked well and I was out of the shop
before Scott appeared. He also went into the shop, as did Justin and Vaughan, and we spent
approximately half an hour sitting in the air conditioning and rehydrating. By now, the Garmin was
displaying 39 deg., which seemed entirely feasible.
Another brief stop in the tunnel and we continued towards Toogoolawah with Scott out front, then
me followed by Justin and Vaughan. I was definitely feeling the effect of the heat and the day’s
exertions when I noticed that Scott had stopped for no apparent reason. I had failed to notice that
Justin and Vaughan were no longer in sight behind us. Glad to stand in the shade of one of the few
trees along this section I waited with Scott for them to appear. After an ominously long time they
materialised and Vaughan beat me to the punch by announcing his withdrawal, leaving me to
represent the Squadra Geriatrica.
Justin took over the Captain’s role but by now there was no pineapple slice left so just the brevet
cards were handed over.
Vaughan followed us to Toogoolawah, where he was able to arrange a lift to Lowood through the
services of Out There Cycling, who provide a shuttle service along the BVRT. (Free Plug)
As all Oppy participants are aware, three finishers are required for the ride to be homologated but
we no longer had the luxury of four. I was locked more firmly than ever into the success or otherwise
of our enterprise…. No pressure then.
Justin, Scott and I filled our water bottles at a tap in Toogoolawah and began the mental arithmetic
*

that would occupy our minds until 7:00PM which is when we would record the end of our Day One
endeavours to comply with the Petit Oppy rules.
Whichever way we sliced and diced it, the answer was that we needed to ride faster than I am
usually able, so Scott and Justin took the lead and I followed as best I could. We reached Esk at 5:45,
downed a soft drink and icy pole and then began the long climb to Mount Hallen, negotiating the
creek crossings that break up the otherwise steady 2% incline.
By now it was dark so I was able to enjoy my first experience of riding the best downhill section of
the BVRT at night. Combined with riding it faster than I ever had before added a frisson of
excitement to my evening. It all went better than I expected apart from the webs built by the largest
spiders in SE QLD. and a couple of near misses when I deviated from the best line.

As it transpired, we recorded 152KM at 7:00 PM about 4KM short of Coominya, which had been our
target. We weren’t overly disappointed as that left us 30KM to ride in the two hours of Day Two, so
we continued to Coominya for dinner at the Bellevue Hotel. No mixed grill or sticky date pudding but
other adequate Audax fuel was available.
Although Vaughan had retired from the ride he kindly collected us from Coominya and drove us back
to the campsite at Lowood. Even so, it was a later night than planned and close to 11:00 PM when
we got to bed.
Day two was almost an anticlimax after the rigours of Day One and 5:00 AM saw Scott, Justin and me
heading towards Fairney View to complete the required 180 KM, plus a bit just to be sure. None of
us had any suspension to slow us down but at least two of us had numb fingers.
Cycling in the pre-dawn moonlight with no traffic to worry about is a blissful experience and I was
revelling in the exhilaration of the moment until the mist appeared and turned my glasses opaque.
At about the same point Vaughan materialised to sign our brevet cards and supply fare from the
bakery just as the sun appeared, so it was a self-satisfied trio that rode the final 15KM back to the
finish line.

Summing up, this was a harder Petit Oppy than we had envisaged and the satisfaction of successful
completion was offset by the fact that not all five starters were able to share in it.
It’s probably fair to say that Scott produced the quote of the weekend on Saturday night: “Somehow
we’ve found a way to make a Petit Oppy harder than the full Oppy”.
* The other Petit Oppy teams started and finished Day One at 8:00 AM/8:00PM

